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                                                                  ABSTRACT  

 

A new approach of ferrrofluid based soft actuator which shows various vertical motions has been 

introduced in this study. The flexibility and potential of the prototype made, was tested during this 

thesis by simulation and experimental approach. The simplicity of the design make the system more 

cost effective and readily made.  The soft actuator is made by injecting ferrofluid inside a soft and 

thin rubber tube commonly used as balloon. The system also consists of six hand winded 

electromagnets placed at different positions along the side of the tube, whose magnetic field 

intensity is controlled by changing the duty cycle of the input voltage. The position of the coils as 

well as the input voltage to the coils are varied which in turn showed different motion of the 

ferrofluid tube. Both simulation and practical investigation are carried out to show a precised 

movement of the soft actuator. This research also explores how COMSOL Multiphysics can be 

used to model different motions of the ferrofluid tube with varying voltage. Numerical results from 

the COMSOL model shows quite resemblance with the empirical result obtained from the practical 

modelling. The simulation results helped refinement of the practical model and optimization of the 

parameters. 

 

Keywords: Ferrofluid, Soft actuator, Magnetic field, Voltage control, Vertical deflection 
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                                                                  CHAPTER 1  

 

                                                             INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1  Background 

 

Recently, soft robot has become an unconventional field of research in robotics. In comparison 

classic robotics, soft robots shows an excellent adaptability in nature, surveillance with more 

pliability and of course a simpler structure. As they are more flexible, they could undergo 

deformation when exposed under various extreme condition showing more degree of freedom and 

deformations than a conventional hard robot. These characteristics of soft robot has grabbed more 

attention of the researchers in recent times, specially the use of smart material to make soft 

structures. The smart materials used shows response to external stimulant for example, electrical 

fields, temperature gradient and magnetism.  

 

Magnetism is the force of attraction or repulsion commonly caused by magnets. When a magnetic 

field is disturbed by a moving wire between them, the wire is found to have some current as a 

result of the magnetic field there. Alternatively, current flowing in a straight wire produces a 

circulating magnetic field surrounding it. But when this current carrying wire is shaped into a 

circular form every portion of that wire shows some electromagnetic properties, with the 

dependency of the direction of the magnetic field with the direction of the current flowing in the 

wire. Magnetism also provides a suitable way to induce a body force to a magnetic fluid in the 

micro scale level. For instance, the shape of a droplet ferrofluid can be shaped by varying the 

magnetic, which usually is determined by gravity and surface tension. 

 

 

Magnetic fluid is one such material that reacts to external magnetic forces. When a magnetic field 

is introduced near this fluid, the particles present in the fluid align themselves towards the direction 

of the flux lines of the magnet as a result the structural property of the fluid is also changed.  One 

of this magnetic fluid includes ferrofluid. It is a suspension of ferro or ferromagnetic nano particles 

in oil or water. The nano particle about 10 nm diameter which is coated with 1 to 2 nm of surfactant. 

This fluid in quite different from magneto rheological fluid (MRF) where large and unstable 

magnetic particles are present in the suspension, specially used in dampers, brakes and clutches 

oil. In MRF, when strong magnetic field is applied, the viscosity of the fluid is increased whereas 

in ferrofluid this increase in magnetic field shows a strong magnetizing property of the material. 

And by controlling this property of ferrofluid, the fluid itself can be shaped and some mechanical 

movements can be exhibited by the robot made by placing this fluid. 

 

1.2 Problem statement  

 

Over the last few years a very few research has been done on vertical deflection of ferrofluid using 

electromagnets. Most of them either used permanent magnet or both permanent or electromagnet 

to move the fluid from one point to the other or moving the object containing the fluid forward 

and backward in horizontal direction. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to make a soft actuator 

containing the ferrofluid that will show various movements in vertical direction. 
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1.3 Objectives  

 

 To simulate and make a system (using ferrofluid) where a vertical deflection is shown using 

coil placements and voltage control. 

 To show electromagnetic forces are optimized using the coil arrangement. 

 

 

1.4 Limitations and scope 

 

 The force exerted by the electromagnetic coils is very minimal, therefore it is difficult to 

measure it practically but its effect can be seen in terms of the deflection and displacement 

of the tube containing the fluid. 

 The fluid used is slightly volatile so hazard of refilling during prolong experiment hours. 

 The heat produced by the coils slowly expands the thin rubber tube in the course of time. 

 

The tube containing the fluid will show various vertical motions with different movement pattern. 
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                                                               CHAPTER 2 
 

                                                       LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.1 Overview  

 

 Harsh and extreme environments, on different locations in the universe, are a combination of 

fluctuating pressure, temperature and harmful radiation. Therefore more complex yet intelligent 

robotic devices are in need to be established which withstand these unfavorable conditions 

approached by A. Chiolerio et al. (2017). What can be a best solution than introducing soft and 

flexible robot that can pass through small tunnels, bear the extreme condition and interact with 

human in danger? If these conditions are met with the soft robot then the future crisis can be easily 

solved using intelligent bodies. As nature has always been an inspiration in the field of research 

with soft robots. Staring from designing the model , fabricating together with controlling the 

structure have grasped recent attentions of expertee from different field of studies, such as 

chemistry, as  quoted by F. Ilievski et al. (2011) , physics by E. Brown et al. (2010), biology by Jr. 

J. H. Long et al, (2014) ,  and robotics by R. Deimel (2014) and P. Polygerinos  (2015). The 

flexibility and smooth movement of robots is possible now due to the invention of soft materials. 

This simple yet flexible movement of soft robots has reduced the need for hard robots and of course 

lowers complexity of the system itself with less budget, said N. W. Bartlett et al. (2015).  
 

 In comparison to classic form of robotics, this fluid based soft robots are more advance in form 

of adaptability, flexibility and sovereignty, mentioned by Sharon Glotzer, (2017). Some past work 

related to soft robotics associated with colloid material are discussed in the below literatures. 

 

 

2.2 Ferrofluid actuation using permanent magnet 

 

2.2.1 Ferrofluid pumping device 

 

A pumping devices made with ferrofluid which changed its directions according to the change in 

magnetic fields has been developed using permanent magnet by Evrim Kurtog˘lu et al. (2012). It 

consisted of placing permanent magnets in a spiral pattern around the solid rotors. The rotation of 

the rotor exposes the magnetic plug to the arrays of magnet placed on its sides which makes it 

move towards the direction of the magnetic field. This process was repeated to move the plug in 

both the direction of the channel. 
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                                     Figure 2.1: Pumping device mechanism 

 

 

2.2.2 Sheet type robot  

 

Tadayuki Tone et al. (2004) introduced ferrofluid as the main structural element of the sheet robot. 

By controlling this magnetic property of the magnet together with the movement of the fluid, they 

could make the robot transport things placed on the surface of the sheet from one place to the other. 

 

2.2.3 Soft ball 

 

Bangxiang Chen (2015) presented a Soft-ball was made by injecting ferrofluid inside a membrane 

so that the ball may contains the characteristics of ferrofluid and maintains its softness. It has been 

tested that Soft-ball alters its shape and also can change position according to changes in the 

magnetic strength produced by the permanent magnets. The Soft ferroluid filled ball was passed 

through various hindrance of shape and size. Results show that it successfully passed through them 

which proved that the ball has the capability to pass through challenging conditions with ease. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                          

 

 

                                                  Figure 2.2: Ferrofluid ball under test 
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2.2.4 Cancer treatment 

 

 Lee Jia Ji (2015) presented a system to control the drug given in the body by using magnetic 

material during delivery. A microcontroller together with a L298N motor driver were used which 

controlled the motors placed on each axis. A basics C programmed algorithm was constructed to 

control the magnet in the desired path so that the drug reaches the accurate disease area. 

 

 

2.3 Ferrofluid actuation using electromagnet 

 

2.3.1 Solenoid type electromagnetic actuator 

 

Performance of solenoid type electromagnetic actuator with nano-ferrofluid was investigated and 

analyzed by Iliana Marinova et al. (2013). The electromagnetic actuator under consideration 

consisted of a stationary ferromagnetic core, a movable cylindrical ferromagnetic part (armature) 

with cone end and an opening spring and supporting elements. The air gap is filled with ferrofluid 

and is considered as a magnetic gap. Valentin Mateev (2014) proposed another type of actuator 

for low energy consumption which caused the electromagnetic force increased up to 62%.  

                                                               
                                      Figure 2.3: Ferrofluid used in working gap  

  

 

2.3.2 Soft-robot replicating amoeba movement 

 

Hernando Leon-Rodriguez et al. (2015) investigated a soft robot with ferrofluid that resembles the 

movement of Amoeba. He named it as Whole Skin Locomotion. Magnetic force was used to move 

the structure to and forth in a straight line.  
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                                Figure 2.4: Movement of ferrofluid inside capillary 

  

 

2.3.3 Stretchable magnetic core inductors 

 

N Lazarus1  et al. (2015) proposed, an inductor with a ferrofluid magnetic core. The inductor can 

be stretched due the presence of elastomer in it. The purpose of using the ferrofluid was to increase 

the magnetic permeability of the system without altering its mechanic property. At the different 

channels in the inductor, metal coil was wrapped around the fluid core which increased the 

inductance from 255 nH to 390nH with a complete withstanding capability of  uniaxial strains. 

 

 

2.4 Ferrofluid actuation using both permanent and electromagnet 

 

2.4.1 Energy harvesting system 

 

 Dae Woong Oh (2014) presented that with a very small vibratioin, ferrofluid can generate an EMF 

and also capable of altering its shape. The fluid was placed inside a container and the movement 

of the fluid inside alters the magnetic field produced by the permanent magnets placed on top and 

bottom of it. This changing magnetic field in turn produced an EMF in the winding hence, 

producing a current.  

 

 

 

                                  
                                    

                           Figure 2.5: Energy harvester using ferrofluid 
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2.4.2 Ferrofluid- assisted levitation mechanism 

 

A simple and efficient levitation method associated with ferrofluid was designed for micro motor 

applications by B. Assadsangabi (2013). Ferrofluid was placed over a permanent magnet which 

helped to elevate the movement of the permanent magnet. As the magnet is placed on the fluid, 

the ferrofluid gathered on the spaces closer to the magnetic field which was introduced to high 

pressure created by the magnetic field and this lifted the magnet forward in the coil pathway. The 

movement of the slider was also controlled by adjusting the system consuming zero power.  

 

 

                                                                         
 

                                Figure 2.6: Micromotor with ferrofluid bearing 

 

 

2.5    Fiber-reinforced soft actuators 

 

Fionnuala Connolly et al. (2016) proposed a fluid filled fiber-reinforced actuator which could 

replicate the index and thumb of a human being. The finger was made by hyper elastic material 

and thin layer of fibers surrounding the structure. As fluid was filled inside the finger, it caused 

change of shape between two consecutive layers of fiber. Exhibiting a motion similar to a finger.    

 

                                                   
 

                                            Figure 2.7: Movement resembling finger 

 

 

2.6 Micromanipulation systems  

 

Valentin Gurgu et al. (2017) investigated the EMF created by the coil winding around an iron soft 

core. He studied the relationship of EMF with the, magnetic field density, the distance between 

them and the current supplied to the iron core.  COMSOL software and FEM applications were 
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used find the EMF produced by the coil and the related magnetic field of the system. Hardware 

model was also examined and was found that the simulation and practical data was similar which 

showed that the proposed system was very much accurate. 

 

 

                                                        
                                          

                                  Figure 2.8: The model of electromagnet 

 

 

2.7 Ferrofluid passive cooling system 

 

Mengfei Yang et al. (2010) presented a COMSOL model was able to calculate reasonable velocity 

fields, forces, and temperature profiles of a ferrofluid-based passive cooling system . The empirical 

data of how the position of the permanent magnet and the volume of ferrofluid affect the steady 

state temperature of the heat source was obtained using the simulation. This empirical data 

obtained allowed them to determine trends that helped leading to a more accurate and useful model.  

 

 

2.8 Electric field and voltage distribution of water droplets 

 

The main aim of this work, proposed by M. S. Kamarudinb et al. (2018) was to investigate the 

nature of water drop under electric field, when placed over silicone surface. COMSOL 

Multiphysics was used to design and study the geometric model of the insulator. The result of the 

simulation showed several parameters such as, volume, number and conductivity of the droplet 

also their position that affected the potential and electric field distribution. 

 

 

2.9 Ferro fluid actuator with levitating nonmagnetic disc 

 

Here two identical coils with wires, coaxial with a cylindrical tube filled with ferrofluid proposed 

by Camelia Petrescu et al (2011). A non-magnetic disc was emerged inside the fluid and can glide 

in axial direction, whose position can be controlled by a varying current in the surrounding coils. 

Two methods of feeding the coils are described here: equal currents in opposite directions and 

currents with a differential variation, and one proving to render a linear or quasi-linear 

characteristic force versus command current variation. 
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2.10 Robotic anthropomorphic finger 

Hui Wang et al. (2016) proposed a soft anthropomorphic finger was made with a low cost soft 

hyperplastic material and was actuated using air pressure. This prototype could achieve similar 

movement like bending of a real human finger. Using experimental method, system was 

established and how air pressure and force affects the movement of the finger were studied. The 

finger had an inner bladder made of elastomer and wrapped with a non-stretchable yet flexible 

reinforcements together with a strain limiting layer towards the vertical axis. When adequate air 

pressure was given to the inner bladder, the bladder expanded in all directions. But as there was 

non-stretchable fibers wrapping around the bladder so the structure just expanded in the desired 

longitudinal direction. In addition, the expansion of the finger in the bottom side was restricted 

due to the extra sheet of inextensible material added to its lower side making the finger capable of 

showing bending movements resembling that of human finger. This bending of the soft finger was 

established by adjusting the fiber angle, structural strain and various property of the material used. 

 

                                     
 

                               Figure 2.9: The design of soft anthropomorphic finger 

 

 

2.11 Origin of magnetism 

Magnetic dipole moment is one of the important properties of an electron which makes them 

behave like a tiny magnet producing magnetic fields. The quantum mechanical spin present in the 

property of electron so the electrons orient themselves in up or down positions in present of 

magnetic fields. To create a large scale field, these magnetic dipoles aligned and the individual 

magnetic fields add together. 

 

 

2.11.1 Permanent magnet 

Materials that are magnetized with outside magnetic field and stays in that form after the foreign 

field is taken away are called Permanent magnets. It can be either ferromagnetic or 

ferromagnetic in type. In all the other magnetic substance, ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic 

substances have strong attraction force when a magnet id brought near them. The force exerted 

by them are so weak that only laboratory detectors could measure them. 

 

     

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
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2.11.2 Permanent magnet composition 

Lodestones, a naturally occurring magnet of magnetite is a hard and crystalline iron ferrite mineral. 

Ceramic permanent magnets which are also termed  ferrite magnets  are made by blending iron(III) 

oxide ( with formula Fe2O3) with few metallic elements was depicted by Carter et al. (2007). This 

powder form is made into the shape of magnet by applying pressure to it through baking it.  

In addition, Fraden, Jacob (2010) depicted that, Neodymium are naturally occurring magnet 

made of iron, and boron to form the Nd2Fe14B tetragonal crystalline structure. It is often made by 

combining the different metals in their molten state and the cooling them to solidify.  

 

 2.11.3 Ferromagnetism 

 

 It is the fundamental way by which materials form into permanent magnets or attracted to 

a magnets. This term is often used for such material that could show quick alignment of magnetic 

moment even when magnetic field is not around.  On the other hand, stainless steel which is a 

magnetic alloy, contains mostly ferromagnetic metals. Non-crystalline ferromagnetic metallic 

alloys commonly known as Amorphous alloys can be formed by cooling down an alloy in liquid 

form.  

Moreover, materials with filled electron shells contain a total dipole moment of zero, as all the 

dipoles occur in pairs with opposite spin, magnetic moment is cancelled by the opposite moment 

of the second electron in the pair. Only atoms with partially filled shells may have some magnetic 

moment. Therefore, only partially filled shells can exhibit ferromagnetism. These unpaired 

dipoles of partially filled electrons tend to have paramagnetism that is because of the alignment of 

the dipoles in parallel to provided magnetic field. But there are exceptions too, where the dipoles 

align themselves, which shows magtesism in absence of applied magnetic fields. 

                                             
                                  Figure 2.10: Alignment of dipoles in Ferromagnetic material 
 

2.11.4 Ferrimagnetism 

ferrimagnetic material has its atoms oriented with opposing magnetic moments, which can be said 

as antiferromagnetism. In ferrimagnetic materials consisting of various  materials or ions like 

Fe2+ and Fe3+, the opposing moments are not equal and an instantaneous remains within the 

material concluded by Spaldin, Nicola A. (2010).Ferrimagnetism is occured by ferrites and 

magnetic garnets such as YIG (yttrium iron garnet ), cubic ferrites contains iron oxides and other 

elements such as aluminum, cobalt, nickel, manganese and zinc, hexagonal ferrites such as 

PbFe12O19 and BaFe12O19, and pyrrhotite, Fe1−xS approached by  Klein, C (2011). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron(III)_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron(III)_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetragonal_crystal_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permanent_magnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_shell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unpaired_electron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unpaired_electron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paramagnetism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_moment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antiferromagnetism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicola_Spaldin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferrite_(magnet)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yttrium_iron_garnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron_oxide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobalt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nickel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manganese
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyrrhotite
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                               Figure 2.11: Arrangement of dipoles in Ferrimagnetic material 

 

2.12 Ferrofluid 

 

Ferrofluid is a colloidal fluids which is composed of nano-sized ferromagnetic particles, made of 

magnetite (Fe3O4) or hematite (Fe 2O3) that are called ferromagnetic particle, of having diameter 

of 10 nano meter, suspended in a liquid often water or other organic substance like kerosene which 

is covered with a surfactant so that they do not aggregate together inside the liquid. The nano 

particles inside the carrier fluid are what we call "paramagnetic" which means that if a magnet is 

placed next to them, the applied magnetic field will cause the tiny particles to become polarized 

and they will move towards the field. A typical composition of the ferrofluid is 5% magnetic 

particles, 10% surfactant inside 85% carrier fluid. 

The tiny particles are evenly dispersed within the liquid by the random Brownian motion. When 

an external magnetic field is applied to the fluid containing the tiny ferromagnetic particles, the 

particles align themselves along the direction of the magnetic field. But when the field is removed 

it turns back to their original random motion. So they are also known as supermagnets. 

 

2.12.1 Chemical composition of ferrofluid 

Ferrofluids can be prepared by combining appropriate amounts of an Fe (II) salt and an Fe (III) 

salt in basic solution, a combination that causes the mixed valence oxide, Fe3O4, to precipitate 

from solution. The chemical equation is as follows: 

2 FeCl3 (aq) + FeCl2 (aq) + 8 NH3 (aq) + 4H2O (l)         Fe3O4 (s) + 8 NH4Cl (aq)               (Equation 2.1) 

Moreover, the tiny particles of magnetite must be small so that it can be fit inside the liquid 

solution. 

2.12.2 Surfactants on ferrofluid particles 

The nano particles present in the ferrofluid are held together by weak van der Waals force of 

attraction. So if there is some distance between them then they will not cluster on each other and 

this can be achieved by introducing surfactants in the fluid. The surfactants repel the magnetic 

particle. In case of cis- oleic acid, it is used as surfactant for oil based ferrofluid, produces steric 

repulsion. It is basically a long chain of hydrocarbon with polar head attracted to the magnetite 

acting as a protective cushion to the repulsive force and make the magnetite particle stay away 

from each other. 
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                              Figure 2.12: Surfactant arrangement for oil-based ferrofluid 

On the other hand, there are ionic surfactants too, like Tetramethylammonium hydroxide which 

produces electrostatic repulsion in the carrier fluid. A negative charged layer of hydroxide ion is 

formed over the magnetite particle due to the attraction of hydroxide ions towards the magnetite 

particle. The Tetramethylammonium cations are then attracted towards the negative charged 

hydroxide layer forming a positive layer itself. As a result when another magnetite particle come 

closer they get repelled by the positively charged layer which helps the particle not to cluster 

over each other. 

 

                                                 

                                  Figure 2.13: Ionic surfactant arrangement  

 

 

2.13   Electromagnetic coil 

An electromagnetic coil is a conducting structure found in the shape of a wire or other coil type 

structure that exhibit magnetic property when supplied with electricity, was stated by  H. Brooke. 

(2005) and Laplante,(1999) . An electromagnet is winded with coils of wire, electromagnetic coils, 

that act as a magnet when supplied with electricity and stops showing magnetism when the current 

supply is stopped. Mostly, the coil is winded around a soft ferromagnetic material core or even 

ferrite, which increases the magnetic field created. Magnetic field can be generated when current 

flows through the electromagnetic coil or EMF can be produced due to movement of the coil in a 

magnetic field. According to ampere’s Law a magnetic field is produced in circular pattern around 

the coil carrying electricity presented by Arun, P. Electronics (2006).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnet
https://books.google.com/books?id=HsavX0cnxTcC&pg=PA73
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Ampere’s Law,  

The sum of both free current and bound current, the line integral of the magnetic B-field around a 

closed curve C is directly proportional to the total current Itotal passing through a surface S. In terms 

of free current, the line integral of the magnetic H-field round closed curve C is equal to the free 

current Ifree through a surface S.  

Moreover, Ampere’s law combined with Maxwell’s equations, gives a total theory of all 

electromagnetic phenomena. It states that in integral form, the magnetic field induced around any 

closed loop is proportional to the electric current together with displacement current (proportional 

to the rate of change of electric flux) through the enclosed surface. 

 

2.14   Electromagnetic force 

When wire carrying current is brought along a magnetic field, the wire gets a force perpendicular 

both to the direction of current and the magnetic field. That force is called the electromagnetic 

force. This phenomenon can be established by the Fleming’s left hand rule, where the middle 

finger presents current direction, forefinger represents the field and the thumb gives the force 

direction. For motors left hand and for generators right hand rule is applied to find the pre described 

parameters. 

Ion alentin Gurgu et al. (2017) also described the magnetic field produced by the electromagnet is 

the main factor in controlling the electromagnetic force that governs the movement of the other 

parts associated with this. 

                                                               

     Figure 2.14: Left hand fingers denoting the direction of force, field and current 

Another way to find the magnetic field direction in a coil carrying current is applying the Right 

hand grip rule. Here the thumb denotes the direction of magnetic field, from North to South, where 

as the other fingers is wrapped around the direction of current moving in the coil. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
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(a)Right hand rule showing the directions         (b) Concentration of field at the center of the loop 

         

                    Figure 2.15: Magnetic field lines B of a current-carrying loop of wire 

 

The above figure shows the use of right hand grip rule in finding the direction of current in a loop 

of wire. The concentration of the field is most at the center of the loop. In a coil with multiple turn, 

the strongest field will be at the center of the core as it has the sum of all the magnetic field of the 

turns. 

2.15 Controlled movement  

In order to automate the movement of the tube along with the fluid, a micro controller based 

voltage control approach is acquired. That includes Pulse Width Modulated signal being used as 

an input signal. 

2.15.1 Pulse width modulation (PWM) 

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a method for getting analog outcome by digital input. The on 

and off switching produces a square wave. This on and off pattern forms voltage that has the 

maximum peak voltage when  the signal is on and zero when off  depending on the time the signal 

is on to the time it is off. The average value of the signal given to the load is regulated by the fast 

switching on and off the input signal to the load. The rate (or frequency) at which the input signal 

must switch depend on the application for which the signal is used.  

Duty cycle is an important term while discussing about PWM signals. It is the fraction of time the 

signal is on to the regular interval or period of the signal. When the signal is on to the full length, 

the duty cycle is 100% and when it is off the duty cycle is 0%, elsewhere, if a digital signal is on 

for half period of time, the signal has a duty cycle of 50% and looks like a "square" wave. When 

a digital signal has elapses more time in the on state than the off state, it has a duty cycle greater 

than 50% and vice versa. To control the voltage of a signal, this duty cycle controlling is very 

much important. And if the control is done autonomously then a microcontroller has to be feed 

with is PWM signal. In other words, when a micro controller named Arduino is fed with PWM, 

analogWrite() command is made to a range from 0 to 255, so  analogWrite(255) denotes 100% 

duty cycle and analogWrite(127) shows a 50% duty cycle. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_load
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/AnalogWrite
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                         Figure 2.16: PWM signal with varying duty cycle 

Duty Cycle = 
Ton

Ton+Toff
                                                       (Equation 2.15) 

Where,  

Ton is the total time the signal remains on  

Toff is the total time the signal remains off  

               

                                

                                 Figure 2.17: One complete cycle of PWM 

 

2.15.2 L298N motor driver 

The L298N is a dual H-Bridge motor driver designed to take standard TTL logic level and can be 

used to drive inductive loads such as relays, solenoids, DC and stepping motors. The driver has 

specific driving voltage from 3 to 35 volts, logic voltage of 5 V and a maximum peak current up 
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to 3A. The module separate terminals for two individual loads, two output terminal for the Ground 

and VCC. The driver uses standard logic level signal (PWM) to control the motion. The driver has 

a voltage regulator 78M05 which can obtain 5V from the power supply and in order to protect the 

regulator itself from damage, an external 5V logic supply is used. A freewheeling diode and a high 

capacity filter capacitor is also there in the driver to prevent it from damage by the reverse current 

from any inductive loads. 

                                           

                                               Figure 2.18: L298N motor driver 

 

                     

                             

                              Figure 2.19: Schematic diagram for motor driver module  
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To control the directional rotation, H-Bridge configuration is a suitable choice. H-Bridge circuit 

is configured with four transistors or MOSFETs, and a motor is placed in the middle to form an 

H-like configuration. The rotation of the motor can be changed by changing switching pattern of 

the circuit that is changing the current flow direction. 

 

                                     

                                     Figure 2.20: Direction control of H-bridge 

 

The L298N driver then be feed with PWM signal to control the voltage of load. By switching 

voltage in accordance with the duty cycle, the coils will get a voltage at the desired level. 
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                                                             CHAPTER 3 

 

                                                        METHODOLOGY 

 

 

The methodology of the project is discussed under the main parts: Structural description, 

Simulation and Hardware implementation. 

 

3.1 Structural description of hardware 

 

3.1.1 Flexible tube  

 

A rubber tube of 13 centimeter height and 0.7 cm radius is taken into consideration. The tube is 

filled with the ferrofluids which are stable colloidal suspensions of single-domain magnetic 

nanoparticles in oil or water. The nanoparticles in ferrofluid are usually ferro or ferri magnetic 

particles havin diameters of about 10 nm covered with a 1 to 2 nm layer of surfactant. 

3.1.2 Electromagnet  

Standard Wire Gauge (SWG 26) of 0.46mm diameter has been used in winding the ferrite core. 

The specification of wire and ferrite are given below. The ferrite was winded with 400 turns to 

give the optimal force needed to create the required motion of the tube. 

                                                 Table 3.1: Electromagnet specification 

Core material      Ferrite F 3000 mu 

Height of Core (cm)                  2 

Diameter of Core (cm)                0.4  

Number of turns                400 

Diameter of electromagnet (cm) 

(after winding) 

               2.3 

Height of electromagnet (cm)                 2 
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Figure 3.1: Ferrite core before winding                       Figure 3.2: Ferrite core after winding 

3.1.3 Properties of ferrofluid 

                            Table 3.2: Composition by volume of ferrofluid 

Composition Proportion% 

(by volume) 

Magnetite(Fe304)      3 - 15 

Oil soluble Dispersant      6 - 30 

Distillates (Petroleum)   

 

     55-91 

              

                              Table 3.3: Physical and chemical properties of ferrofluid 

Appearance: Black/ brown fluid Water Solubility:  Insoluble  

Order: Mild, faint Auto-ignition Temperature: 215ºC 

pH: N/A Viscosity: 6 - <12 cP 

Melting and freezing Point: Not established Vapor Pressure (kPa@20ºC): 0.1 

Boiling Point(ºC): 223 Density: 1.21-1.42 g/cc 

Flash Point(ºC): 95 Evaporation Rate: <0.01 
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3.2 Simulation 

In this work performance of coil type electromagnetic actuator with nano-ferrofluid is analyzed. 

3D Multiphysics model of the design is developed for fields, force and stress analysis. The model 

couples together electromagnetic field and mechanical movement analysis. This model can be 

solved using the FEM using two modules, the Magnetic field module and Solid Mechanics in 

COMSOL Multiphysics software.  

The dimensions of the structure and the amount of fluid were kept same as experimental analysis. 

The winding chosen for the ferrite was circular winding and the direction of the current was also 

set during the simulation. Simulation gave us values of the force exerted by the coils on the tube, 

the magnetic stream lines, direction of the flux, force direction also the displacement of the tube 

when it was introduced by magnetic field produced in the coils. 

The three different simulation modelling geometry are shown in the figures below. 

 

                                                              

 (a)   Model for  vertical flickering motion                     (b) Model for bending motion 

http://www.comsol.com/multiphysics/finite-element-method
http://www.comsol.com/acdc-module
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                                        (c)  Three directional modeling     

                                        Figure 3.3: Simulation modeling  

 

3.2.1 Materials used in simulation 

The properties of Ferrite, Ferrofluid, tube used in simulation are given below 

                    Table 3.4: Property of ferrite used in simulation 
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                      Table 3.5: Property of ferrofluid used in simulation 

                          

                      Table 3.6: Property of Copper wire used in simulation 

                               

                        Table 3.7: Property of tubing material used in simulation 

                                   

3.2.2 Mathematical perspective used in simulation 

As a result of the current flow in a coil of wire a magnetic field is produced around the coil. This 

is a vector which has both magnitude and direction which can be solved with Ampère’s law.  

Using B-field (Magnetic Field) and total current (integral form), 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amp%C3%A8re%27s_circuital_law
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                                                       ∫B.dl = μ0 Itotal                                                          (Equation 3.1) 

                  

  Differential form, 

                                                        ∇×B= μ0J                                             (Equation 3.2) 

              

 

Using H-field (Magnetic field strength) and free current, 

                                                       ∫H.dl = Ifree                                                             (Equation 3.3) 

 

Differential form, 

                                                        ∇×H= Jfree                                                              (Equation 3.4) 

Where: 

B: magnetic field 

dl: infinitesimal segment of the integration path 

μ0: permeability in vacuum 

Itotal: Total current 

Ifree :   Free current through the surface 

J: total current density 

Jfree: free current density 

3.2.1 Electromagnetic force and torque calculation 

 

 There are two methods for calculating electromagnetic forces and torques: 

 

• The Maxwell stress tensor 

• 

 

Lorentz force distribution  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_differential_equation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_differential_equation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_density
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3.2.2 Maxwell stress tensor 

 

The Lorentz force (f=J × 𝐵) provides basic connection between the electromagnetic fields and the 

electromagnetic force. The Lorentz force is given as,  

 

                                                              𝑓 =
1

2
𝑅𝑒{ρ𝐸∗ + J × 𝐵∗}                                          (Equation 3.5) 

 

Where, 

 

E is the electric field strength  

B is the magnetic flux density  

ρ is electric charge 

J is current density 

Re{}  is real part of a complex quantity 

 

Therefore the Maxwell Equation is represented by, 

 

                                                                  ρ=∇.D                                                            (Equation 3.6) 

 
 

                                                                  J=∇× H + jɷD                                                      (Equation 3.7) 
 

Here, 

D is density  

H is magnetic field strength  

 

Substitution of both the equations Equation 3.2.6 and Equation 3.2.7 yield 

                              f = 
1

2
𝑅𝑒{(∇. D)𝐸∗ + (∇ × H) × 𝐵∗ − 𝐷 × (jɷB)∗}                   (Equation 3.8) 

 

 

After using the other two Maxwell equations. i.e. 

 

                                                                    0=∇.B                                                           (Equation 3.9) 

 
                                                                          jɷB =∇.E                                                        (Equation 3.10) 

 

The force can by expressed as, 

 

                        f =
1

2
𝑅𝑒{(∇. D)𝐸∗ + (∇. 𝐸∗) × D + (∇. 𝐵∗)H + (∇ × H) × 𝐵∗}     (Equation 3.11) 

 

 

The momentum conservation theorem time harmonic field is reduced to, 
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                                                                     𝑓 = −
1

2
𝑅𝑒{∇. T}                                         (Equation 3.12) 

 

 

 

Where, 

 

f is average force density (N/𝑚3) 

T is Maxwell stress tensor 

 

                                 𝑇 = −
1

2
(𝐷. 𝐸∗ + 𝐵∗. 𝐻)𝐼 − 𝐷𝐸∗ − 𝐵∗𝐻             (Equation 3.13) 

 

Where, I is an identity matrix. But in the Magnetic Fields interface, the expression is, 

 

 

                                                               n.T = −
1

2
n(H. B) + (n. H)𝐵𝑇                          (Equation 3.14) 

 
By applying divergence theorem on the volume V surrounded by surface S, the total force F is 

given by, 

 

                                                             𝐹 = −
1

2
𝑅𝑒{∮ 𝑑𝑆(𝑛. 𝑇)}                              (Equation 3.15) 

 

 

3.2.3 Lorentz forces 

 

F is the force per volume, a vector quantity in a region with B as the magnetic flux density and J 

the current density.  

                                  F=J × 𝐵                                                                              (Equation 3.16) 

Also, the total magnetic force on an object is given by, 

 

                     F = ∭ 𝑑𝑉J × 𝐵                                                                    (Equation 3.17) 

 

 

Substitution of Equation 3.2.17 gives, 

 

                              F = 
1

𝜇0
∭ 𝑑𝑉(𝛻 × 𝐵) × 𝐵                                                          (Equation 3.18)         

Expanding the above expression, the x component of Equation 3.2.18 is, 

 

                            Fx =
1

μ0
∭ 𝑑𝑉(𝐵𝑧 

𝜕𝐵𝑥

𝜕𝑧
− 𝐵𝑧

𝜕𝐵𝑧

𝜕𝑥
− 𝐵𝑦

𝜕𝐵𝑦

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝐵𝑦

𝜕𝐵𝑥

𝜕𝑦
)            (Equation 3.19)          
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Divergence of the above vector: 

                      

 

                         Sx =
1

μ0
[𝑥 (

𝐵𝑥2−𝐵𝑦2−𝐵𝑧2

2
) + 𝑦𝐵𝑥𝐵𝑦 + 𝑧𝐵𝑥𝐵𝑧]                                (Equation 3.20)          

 

Gives, 

             ∇.Sx = Bx(
𝜕𝐵𝑥

𝑑𝑥
+

𝜕𝐵𝑦

𝑑𝑦
+

𝜕𝐵𝑧

𝑑𝑧
)−𝐵𝑦

𝜕𝐵𝑦

𝜕𝑥
− 𝐵𝑧

𝜕𝐵𝑦

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝐵𝑦

𝜕𝐵𝑥

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝐵𝑧

𝜕𝐵𝑥

𝜕𝑧
           (Equation 3.21)       

When ∇.B = 0 the remaining terms are exact to those in Equation 3.2.19. So the x component of 

body force can be written as 

                                  F = 
1

μ0
∭ 𝑑𝑉 ∇. Sx                                                                   (Equation 3.22)   

 

Finally, the divergence theorem is applied to convert the volume integral to a surface integral: 

 

                                   F = 
1

μ0
∬ 𝑑𝐴 𝑆𝑥. 𝑛                                                                   (Equation 3.23)              

 

Therefore the general equation for force is, 

 

                                      F = 
1

μ0
∬ 𝑑𝐴 𝑆̅. 𝑛                                                              (Equation 3.24) 

The quantity S is the Maxwell stress tensor for magnetostatic fields: 

 

       S= 
1

μ0
















/2B-BzBzByBzBx

ByBz/2B-ByByBx

BxBzBxBy/2B-Bz

22

22

22

                                                  (Equation 3.25) 

 

Where, 𝐵2 = 𝐵𝑥2 + 𝐵𝑦2 + 𝐵𝑧2 

 

The Maxwell stress tensor is a symmetric tensor of second-order used in conventional 

electromagnetism to determine the relationship between electromagnetic forces and mechanical 

momentum. As the magnetic field distribution is analyzed by finite element method. 

Electromagnetic force over tube containing the ferrofluid is calculated by Maxwell stress tensor 

method. 

Having the electromagnetic force calculated using COMSOL Multiphysics and using the solid 

mechanics module next the stress on the tube will be determined. Hence the simulation outcomes 

will be then tested practically.    

                   

3.3 Practical Implementation of prototype 

Using the parameters obtained from the simulation a hardware implementation was accomplished. 

A thin rubber tube filled with the ferrofluid, held in position with a clamp, was exposed to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tensor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Momentum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Momentum
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electromagnetic force from the sets of coils carefully placed a few centimeters away from the tube. 

The voltage of the coils was changed by varying Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) input signal and 

different motions of the tube was encountered. And an automatic motion of the tube was created 

with Arduino microcontroller, L298N motor and PWM as input signal. 

Three different placement of coils, each with 2 cm gap between the opposite coils are used to show 

7 different movement pattern of the ferrofluid tube. For the four motions, the coils are placed at 

different positions along the side of the tube and were held in place by plastic stands. For the 

flickering motion, three coils were placed on each side of the stand with each coil placed 4cm 

apart. All the coils are given equal value of voltage but in turns. When one set was on the other set 

was turned off, so the tube deflected to the side which had the magnetic field. The arrangement is 

shown in figure 3.4 (a). For the bending motion, same arrangement of coil was used but coil 1 and 

3, coil 2 and 4 had 2 cm distance between them. But coil 5 and six was 4 cm away from the other 

two coils of the same column. For the third motion, three coils of same PWM signal were placed 

at the three corners. Three coils were kept on one at a time and the coil showed a three direction 

movement shown in figure 3.4 (b). 

                                       

(a) Arrangement for flickering motion          (b) Arrangement for three directional motion 

                                         Figure 3.4: Different coil arrangement 

The arrangement of coils were connected to a voltage controller circuit that includes three L298N 

motor drivers, Arduino Mega microcontroller connection to the computer. The motion of the tube 

was controlled by carefully coding the microcontroller.The circuit built provided the controlled 

voltage as required to attain the previously discussed motion of the tube. The practical arrangement 

of the circuit and the connection diagram are shown in the below figures.  
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                               Figure 3.5: Circuit connection for Voltage control 

      

                           Figure 3.6: Connection diagram of the voltage control 

                                                                  

 

 

 

 

To computer 
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                                                                  CHAPTER 4 

                                                     RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the experimental and simulation results obtained from all the models are discussed.  

 

4.1 Experimental result 

 

4.1.1 Vertical deflection  

 

When 78% duty cycle of PWM signal  i.e. is 9v of Voltage given to Coil2, Coil4, Coil6 the tube 

showed a verticle motion in right hand side towards the coils. Which is shown in Figure 4.1 (a) 

 

When the same voltage was given to all the coils in the left hand side, i.e. Coil1, Coil3, Coil5 the 

tube showed a verticle motion in left hand side towards the coils. Which is shown in Figure 4.1 

(b) 

 

The same procedure was repeated but with varying the amplitude of the PWM signal from 

maximum value to zero, the tube showed the same motion but with smooth movement and took 

more time. The displacemnet of the tube was measured approximately 1cm toward each ditection. 

 

 

                    
    (a)   Right Flicker                                                         (b) Left Flicker 

                        

                                          Figure 4.1: Flickering motion 

 

4.1.2 Bending motion 

 

When coil 2 and coil 4 were fed with 4.2V i.e. 35% of duty cycle of PWM signal, whereas Coil 5 

was given 78% (9V) duty signal, the tube shows a bending motion towards left side shown in 

figure 4.2 (a) 
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Alternatively, when coil 1 and coil 3 were fed with 4.2V i.e. 35% of duty cycle of PWM signal, 

whereas Coil 6 was given 78% (9V) duty signal, the tube shows a bending motion towards right 

side shown in figure 4.2 (b) 

The tip of the tube showed displacement of approximately 1 cm towards the magnetized coil. 

 

                  
 

 (a)  Left bending of  the tip                   (b) Right bending of the tip 

 

                                     Figure 4.2: Bending motion 

 

 

4.1.3 Three directional motion 

 

When all three coils were given the same input voltage of 9.2V and 78% duty cycle but once at a 

time, the tube moved to the coil which showed the magnetic behavior. The figure 4.3 shows the 

different movement pattern of the tube. 

 

 

 

    
 

 

                                      Figure 4.3: Three directional motion 
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It was noticed that changing the polarity of the coils showed no change in the direction of the 

ferrofluid tube as ferrofluid is a paramagnetic solution so the tiny nano particles themselves 

according to the direction of the magnetic field introduced. 

 

4.2 Simulation result 

 

 

4.2.1 Deflection in Left hand side 

 

When the coil placed on the left hand side of the tube is given voltage supply of 9.2V the tube 

shows the movement in the direction of the magnetic field introduced. Shown in figure 4.4(a). 

Also the magnetic flux lines are shown in figure4.4(b) 

 

 

                                     
 

(a) Left hand deflection                         (b) Magnetic streamline for Left hand deflection                               
 

                                Figure 4.4: Simulation model for left hand deflection 

 

 

Current direction in the coils given in the simulation as shown in figure 4.5, where the flux line 

direction changes with the change in direction of the current on the coil. But despite of the 

difference in the direction of current, the tube showed the same attraction property to the magnetic 

field  
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          (a) Clockwise direction                                    (b) Flux direction for clockwise direction                                                        

                            

                                                  
                                               

 (c) Anti-Clockwise current direction                     (d) Flux direction for anti- clockwise 

direction    

 

                               Figure 4.5: Current and flux direction in the coil 

 

After defining all the parameters and module in COMSOL, the values for the different components 

of force were found (Table 4.1) and based on the force values and direction, the direction of motion 

and displacement of the tube were shown in figure: 4.6 and figure: 4.7. 
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                                  Figure 4.6: Force direction for left hand deflection 
 

             Table 4.1: Electromagnetic force components of coils placed in left side 

 

 

                    
 

     Figure 4.7: Displacement value of different points in the tube for left hand deflection 

Electromagnetic force, x 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, y 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, z 

component 

(N) 

2.801344802265877E-1  -6.347383951952360E-1 -2.720772960287681E-1 
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4.2.2 Deflection in Right hand side 

 

When the coils placed on the left hand side of the tube is given voltage supply of 9.2V the tube 

shows the movement in the direction of the magnetic field introduced shown in figure 4.8:(a). Also 

the magnetic flux lines are shown in figure4.8: (b) 

                                                         
(a) Right hand deflection                              (b) Magnetic streamline for right hand deflection    

                     

                  

                           Figure 4.8: Simulation model for right hand deflection 

 

 

Current direction in the coils were given in the simulation as shown in figure 4.9, But despite of 

the difference in the direction of current, the tube showed the same attraction property to the 

magnetic field  

 

                                    
                 (a) Clockwise direction                                      (b) Anti Clockwise direction    

                                    

                               Figure 4.9: Current direction in the coil 
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After defining all the parameters and module in COMSOL, the values for the different components 

of force were found (Table 4.2) and based on the force values and direction, the direction of motion 

and displacement of the tube were shown in figure: 4.10 and 4.11 

 

                                             
                              Figure 4.10: Force direction for right hand deflection 

 

Table 4.2: Electromagnetic force components of coils placed in right side 

 

 

 

 

Electromagnetic force, x 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, y 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, z 

component 

(N) 

2.901347042274699E-1  6.784791134518389E-1 -2.128364424808165E-1 
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      Figure 4.11: Displacement value of different points in the tube for right hand deflection 

 

4.2.3: Bending in Left hand side 

 

When coil 2 and coil 4 were given with 4.2V, whereas Coil 5 was given 9.2V the tube shows a 

bending motion towards left side shown in figure 4.10 (a) and the magnetic flux lines of the 

individual coils are shown in figure 4.10 (b) 

 

                                       
 (a) Left hand bending                             (b) Magnetic streamline for left hand bending   

                    

                        Figure 4.12: Simulation model for left hand bending 
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The values for the different components of force were found by simulation (Table 4.3) and based 

on the force values and direction, the direction of motion and displacement of the tube were shown 

in figure: 4.11  

Table 4.3: Electromagnetic force components of coils placed for left hand bending 

             

                            

                                 

 Figure 4.13: Displacement value of different points in the tube for left hand bending 

 

4.2.4 Bending in Right hand side 

 

 Alternatively, when coil 1 and coil 3 were fed of input signal, whereas Coil 6 was given 9Vinput 

voltage, the tube shows a bending motion towards right side shown in figure 4.12 (a). The magnetic 

streamlines for each coil placement is shown in figure 4.12(b). 

 

 

 

Electromagnetic force, x 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, y 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, z 

component 

(N) 

2.953852396047871E-2  -2.937557174855072E-1 7.376760926207840E-2 
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(a) Right hand bending                    (b) Magnetic streamline for right hand bending   

                      

 

                         Figure 4.14: Simulation model for right hand bending 

 

The different components of electromagnetic force were found by simulation (Table 4.4) and based 

on the force values and direction, the direction of motion and displacement of the tube found were 

shown in figure: 4.13 

 

 

Table 4.4: Electromagnetic force components of coils placed for right hand bending   
 

 

                      
 

        Figure 4.15: Displacement value of different points in the tube for right hand bending 

Electromagnetic force, x 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, y 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, z 

component 

(N) 

6.891887383726401E-2  1.554984369408451E-2 2.73229620314562E-1 
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4.2.5 Three directional movement 

 

For three directional flickering of the tube, all the three coils were given the same input voltage of 

9.2V one at a time, the tube moved to the coil which had the magnetic field and force to attract. 

The flux lines for each coil at a time is shown in figure 4.14. 

 

                                        
 

                 Figure 4.16: Magnetic streamline for coil in three dimensional movement   

                      

The figure 4.15 shows the deflection of the tube when the coil placed at the middle is on with 9.2 

V. 

              

                                     
 

                             Figure 4.17: Movement of tube when middle coil is on 
 

 

The electromagnetic force exerted by the coil and the displacement of the tube is found and given 

in the table below. 

 

Table 4.5: Electromagnetic force components and displacement of the tube for middle coil 
 Total displacement (cm), Point 

113 

Total displacement (cm), 

Point 114 

Total displacement (cm), point 

115 

  1.178213224046718E0 0.000000000000000E0 0.00000000000000E0 
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When the coil placed at the left side is given with 9.2V the movement of the tube along with the 

force exerted by the coil and its displacement is shown in figure 4.16. 

 

                                
 

                              Figure 4.18: Movement of tube when left coil is on 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.6: Electromagnetic force components and displacement of the tube for left coil 

 

When the coil placed on the right side in given with 9.2 V, It attracts the tube towards it which is  

 

shown in the figure below 

 

 

 

Electromagnetic force, x 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, y 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, z 

component 

(N) 

-1.457108152227400E0  -6.149029907698100E-2 -4.90223592414005E-1 

Electromagnetic force, x component 

(N) 

Electromagnetic force, y 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, z 

component  

(N) 

-5.33802790768100E-2  -1.487108162227400E0 -2.21575928418035E-1 

Total displacement (cm), Point 74 Total displacement (cm), Point 

75 

Total displacement (cm), point 76 

  0.00000000000000E0 1.180234959650059E0 0.00000000000000E0 
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                             Figure 4.19: Tube movement when the right coil is on 

  

 

Using COMSOL the electromagnetic force exerted by the coils on the tube and the corresponding 

displacement to the tube tip end in found out which the below tables portrays. 

 

Table 4.7: Electromagnetic force components and displacement of the tube for right coil 

 
Electromagnetic force, x 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, y 

component (N) 

Electromagnetic force, z  

Component (N) 

-4.148029907698100E-2 1.487108162227400E0 -3.80523598418035E-1 

 

 

From the experimental and simulation results, it is observed that the movement patterns of the tube 

in both the approaches resembles each other. But there are seen some inaccuracy in the 

displacement values for the flickering movement if the tube, this deviation can result due to the 

difference in real time environment and simulation environment conditions also there are some 

real time parameters which cannot be provided in the simulation due to the software limitations.  

 

Also during experiment, when the duty cycle of the input signal given to the coils were varied 

from 0 to 255 rather than keeping them fixed, the tube shows a quick change in its motion but as 

the fluid filled tube was soft and light weight, the displacement data was not possible to collect for 

each step of motion. 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

Total displacement (cm), Point 

71 

Total displacement (cm), Point 

72 

Total displacement (cm),point, 73 

0.000000000000000E0 0.00000000000000E0 1.179875251517085E0 
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                                                                CHAPTER 5 

  

                                  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATION  

 

 

5.1 Conclusion  

 

Ferrofluid is widely used in many applications, starting from frictionless seals to maintain a 

vacuum while still allowing for moving or rotating parts. In pumping device, levitation 

mechanism, cooling systems, energy harvesting system, development of micro robot, in air gaps 

of electromagnetic actuators the use of ferrofluid is phenomenon. But the using voltage control of 

electromagnet in order to control the movement of the ferrofluid finger is a new approach. 

This research was separated into two approaches, one is simulation and another is experimental. 

The COMSOL model was able to calculate the electromagnetic forces and number of turns of the 

electromagnetic winding required to form the required movement and the displacement of the tube 

before and after it was exposed to control magnetic fields. It also qualitatively showed the same 

trend as of those determined by experiment, even though some quantitative inaccuracies were 

noticed. Through experiments, we could obtain the empirical data of how the position of the tube 

varies with the varying the coil placement and duty cycle of the input signal, these allowed us to 

determine trends of movement that in turn directed to a more accurate and useful modelling. 

 

 

5.2 Future recommendations 

 

For future investigational approach, the ferrofluid used in this thesis can be combined with a liquid 

monomer and form into a polymer with magnetic properties (for example, magnetic rubber/ 

plastic) or can be incorporated with a non-toxic polymer, Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), 

commonly known as dimethylpolysiloxane or dimethicone. This incorporation will make the 

structure more rigid and flexible with more degrees of freedom.  

 

The experimental outcome from this thesis has a vast application in medical and robotic sectors. 

 

 In case of an upper gastrointestinal (upper GI) endoscopy, where doctors examine a 

person’s Esophagus and upper intestinal tract. An endoscope with a thin, flexible tube with 

an attached camera. If with this above mentioned polymer and using the concept proposed 

in this thesis, the ferromagnetic tube it can be made to move inside human gut to collect 

sample of tissues or if attached to a camera, it can take various pictures of the affected area 

inside the body. 

 Also in Esophageal dilation, or stretching where an endoscope along with a dilator which 

is a long, thin tube with a balloon at the tip put inside the patient’s gut.  Once a stricture is 

found the balloon inflates, it will expand the narrowed area in the esophagus. Previously 

bougies were filled with mercury, but as there were changes of rapture in the tube and 

mercury could get inside the blood stream, it is now been replaced by tungsten in the new 

bougies. But if ferrofluid is used and using the proposed controlled movement of the tube, 
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the bougie can not only be used as a dilator but it could also move according to the 

physician’s requirements and collect data for further investigation. 

 In case of soft robots or actuators, the flexibility and rigidness of the structure ( PDMS 

embedded with the ferromagnetic particle) can create a wide range of motions and bending 

when a externally controlled magnetic field is applied, which can lead even to a soft robotic 

hand. 
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                                                           APPENDIX 

 

 

//Defining coil parameters in the code 

// Coil_1 

 int enA_1 = 2; 

 int in1_1 = 22; 

 int in2_1 = 23; 

 

// Coil_2 

 int enB_2 = 3; 

 int in3_2 = 24; 

 int in4_2 = 25; 

 

// Coil_3 

 int enA_3 = 7; 

 int in1_3 = 38; 

 int in2_3 = 39; 

 

// Coil_4 

 int enB_4 = 8; 

 int in3_4 = 42; 

 int in4_4 = 43; 

 

// Coil_5 

 int enA_5 = 9; 

 int in1_5 = 44; 

 int in2_5 = 45; 

 

// Coil_6 

 int enB_6 = 13; 

 int in3_6 = 46; 

 int in4_6 = 47; 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  // set all the coil control pins to outputs 

  pinMode(enA_1, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(enB_2, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(enA_3, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(enB_4, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(enA_5, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(enB_6, OUTPUT); 

  

  pinMode(in1_1, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(in2_1, OUTPUT); 
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  pinMode(in1_3, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(in2_3, OUTPUT); 

   

  pinMode(in3_2, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(in4_2, OUTPUT); 

    

  pinMode(in3_4, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(in4_4, OUTPUT); 

 

  pinMode(in1_5, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(in2_5, OUTPUT); 

 

  pinMode(in3_6, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(in4_6, OUTPUT); 

} 

 

// Defining on and off of the coils 

void TurnCoil_1(){ 

  digitalWrite(in1_1,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(in2_1, LOW); 

  } 

void TurnOFFCoil_1(){ 

  digitalWrite(in1_1, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(in2_1, LOW);  

} 

void TurnCoil_2(){ 

  digitalWrite(in3_2, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(in4_2,LOW ); 

} 

 

void TurnOFFCoil_2(){ 

  digitalWrite(in3_2, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(in4_2, LOW); 

} 

void TurnCoil_3(){ 

  digitalWrite(in1_3,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(in2_3, LOW); 

} 

 

void TurnOFFCoil_3(){ 

  digitalWrite(in1_3, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(in2_3, LOW); 

} 

void TurnCoil_4(){ 

  digitalWrite(in3_4,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(in4_4, LOW); 
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} 

void TurnOFFCoil_4(){ 

  digitalWrite(in3_4, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(in4_4, LOW); 

} 

 

void TurnCoil_5(){ 

  digitalWrite(in1_5,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(in2_5, LOW); 

} 

void TurnOFFCoil_5(){ 

  digitalWrite(in1_5, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(in2_5, LOW); 

} 

 

void TurnCoil_6(){ 

  digitalWrite(in3_6,HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(in4_6, LOW); 

} 

void TurnOFFCoil_6(){ 

  digitalWrite(in3_6, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(in4_6, LOW); 

} 

 

void Amp()   

{  //Amplitude of the signal is varried from full to zero 

  // amplitude increases from zero to maximum 

  for (int i = 0; i < 256; i++) 

  { 

    analogWrite(enA_1, i); 

    analogWrite(enB_2, i); 

    analogWrite(enA_3, i); 

    analogWrite(enB_4, i); 

    analogWrite(enA_5, i); 

    analogWrite(enB_6, i); 

     

    delay(20); 

  }  

  // amplitude decreases from maximum to zero 

  for (int i = 255; i >= 0; --i) 

  { 

    analogWrite(enA_1, i); 

    analogWrite(enB_2, i); 

    analogWrite(enA_3, i); 

    analogWrite(enB_4, i); 

    analogWrite(enA_5, i); 
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    analogWrite(enB_6, i); 

     

    delay(20); 

  }  

} 

  void loop() { 

//flickering with fixed amplitude/// 

   

  TurnCoil_1(); 

  analogWrite(enA_1,200);   

  TurnCoil_3(); 

  analogWrite(enA_3,200);  

  TurnCoil_5(); 

  analogWrite(enA_5,200); 

  delay(2000); 

   

  TurnOFFCoil_1(); 

  analogWrite(enA_1,200); 

  TurnOFFCoil_3(); 

  analogWrite(enA_3,200);    

  TurnOFFCoil_5(); 

  analogWrite(enA_5,200);  

 

  TurnCoil_2(); 

  analogWrite(enB_2,200); 

  TurnCoil_4(); 

  analogWrite(enB_4,200);   

  TurnCoil_6(); 

  analogWrite(enB_6,200);  

  delay(2000); 

 

  TurnOFFCoil_2(); 

  analogWrite(enB_2,0);   

  TurnOFFCoil_4(); 

  analogWrite(enB_4,0); 

  TurnOFFCoil_6(); 

  analogWrite(enB_6,0);  

 

///varrying amplitude/// 

 

  TurnCoil_2(); // turning coils on 

  TurnCoil_5(); 

  TurnCoil_6(); 

 

  Amp(); //calling the Amp function 
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  delay(2000); 

   

  TurnCoil_1();  

  TurnCoil_3(); 

  TurnCoil_4(); 

  

  Amp(); //calling the Amp function 

      

  TurnOFFCoil_1(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_3(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_4(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_2(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_5(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_6(); 

 

  ////bending tube/// 

  

  TurnOFFCoil_1(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_2(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_3(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_4(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_5(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_6(); 

  

  TurnCoil_1(); 

  analogWrite(enA_1,90); 

  TurnCoil_3(); 

  analogWrite(enA_3,90); 

  delay(2000); 

    

  TurnCoil_6(); 

  analogWrite(enB_6,200);   

  delay(5000); 

  

  TurnOFFCoil_6(); 

  delay(1000); 

   

  TurnOFFCoil_1(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_3(); 

  TurnOFFCoil_6(); 

  delay(2000); 

    

  TurnCoil_2(); 

  analogWrite(enB_2,190);  

  TurnCoil_4(); 

  analogWrite(enB_4,190);  
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  delay(2000); 

    

  TurnCoil_5(); 

  analogWrite(enA_5,230); 

  delay(2000); 

   

  TurnOFFCoil_5(); 

  delay(1000); 

 

 ///3 directional movement/// 

 

 TurnOFFCoil_5(); 

 TurnOFFCoil_6(); 

 TurnOFFCoil_2(); 

 delay(3000); 

   

 TurnCoil_1(); 

 analogWrite(enA_1,200); 

 delay(1000); 

 TurnOFFCoil_1(); 

  

 TurnCoil_2(); 

 analogWrite(enB_2,200);  

 delay(1000); 

 TurnOFFCoil_2(); 

  

 TurnCoil_3(); 

 analogWrite(enA_3,200); 

 delay(1000); 

   

} 

 


